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One-pot synthesis of Au/Ag bi-metallic nanoparticles to modulate the emission of CdSe/CdS quantum dots

Kun Jia,†,‡,§ Liting Yuan,†,‡ Xuefei Zhou,† Lin Pan,† Pan Wang,† Wenjin Chen,∥ and Xiaobo Liu*†

In this work, the gold/silver bimetallic nanoparticles (Au/Ag NPs) have been synthesized via a facile one-pot protocol involving co-reduction of chloroauric acid and silver nitrate with N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solvent in the presence of water soluble polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). The morphology of obtained Au/Ag NPs can be readily modified by changing reaction time and relative concentration ratio of gold/silver precursor. Subsequently, the synthesized Au/Ag NPs have been employed to modulate the fluorescent emission of CdSe/CdS quantum dots (QD) in the solution phase on the basis of plasmon controlled fluorescence. The experimental results demonstrated that the fluorescent emission of CdSe/CdS QD can be either obviously quenched or enhanced, depending on the spectral overlap and local distances control between CdSe/CdS QD and Au/Ag bimetallic NPs. Specifically, the as-synthesized Au/Ag NPs significantly quenched the fluorescent emission of CdSe/CdS QD and the quenching effect was enhanced when the plasmonic wavelength of Au/Ag NPs was tuned towards fluorescent emission wavelength of CdSe/CdS QDs. On the contrary, the fluorescent emission of CdSe/CdS QD can be obviously enhanced in the presence of SiO₂ coated Au/Ag NPs with appropriate layer thickness.

Introduction

Owing to their fascinating near field and far field optical properties, noble metal (especially for gold and silver) nanostructures have attracted tremendous research interests both in academic and industrial fields.1-5 Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), derived from the collective oscillation of free electrons of noble metal nanostructures excited by incident light, is the fundamental principle responsible for their rich optical properties. The LSPR wavelength, depending on the nanostructures morphology (size, shape, aspect ratio, etc.), composition and local dielectric micro-environments, plays an important role in many plasmon modulated optical transitions.6-9 Generally, the typical plasmonic wavelength of silver nanospheres is located in the range of 400-450 nm, while the gold nanostructures show representative extinction peak in the longer wavelength range of 500-600 nm. Moreover, the anisotropic nanostructures (nanocubes, nanorods, nanoplates, nanowires, etc.) normally display more complex plasmonic spectra due to the activation of high order plasmonic modes when compared with isotropic nanospheres. Therefore, increasing research efforts have been devoted into the synthesis and application of anisotropic nanostructures in the nanoscale location, orientation and manipulation of electromagnetic waves beyond the diffraction limit.10,11

Among various plasmonic mediated optical transitions, plasmon modulated fluorescence has witnessed thriving development recently, mainly due to the widespread application of fluorescent spectroscopy in biomedicine, diagnostics, bio/chem-detection and photo-electronic devices, etc.12 In addition, the fluorescent emission can be detected from a large amount of different materials (such as organic dyes, conjugated polymers, quantum dots, metal nanoclusters, rare earth compounds, etc.) and the emitted fluorescence can be effectively quenched, enhanced or spectral modulated when these fluorophores are located around the plasmonic nanostructures.13-15 Especially, the quantum dots (QD) consisting of small sized semiconductor nanocrystals exhibit highly tunable fluorescent emission due to the confined excitons in all three dimensions, moreover they have large Stokes shift, high quantum yields, narrow emission spectra and
ability to generate multi-color fluorescence under a single excitation wavelength, which leads to their potential applications in biomedicine, solar energy harvesting and optoelectronic devices.\textsuperscript{16-20} Therefore, the combination of plasmonic nanostructures and quantum dots would further expand the photoluminescent properties of these nanohybrids by virtue of photon-exciton interaction.

It has been reported that the photon-exciton interaction between plasmonic nanostructures and semiconductor nanoparticles can be enhanced by introducing silica shells, complimentary precursors played an important role in shaping the morphology of these QD-MNP nanohybrids with plasmon enhanced fluorescence of QD in the solution phase was not yet reported according to our best knowledge. Moreover, it has been demonstrated in several recently published work that the plasmonic, luminescent and catalytic properties of gold can be effectively enhanced thanks to the “silver effects”, which implies that the bimetallic catalytic properties of gold can be effectively enhanced thanks to the “silver effects”, which implies that the bimetallic gold/silver alloy or core-shell nanoparticles exhibit improved performance in various plasmon-mediated optical transitions compared to the gold or silver monometallic nanostructures.\textsuperscript{26-31}

In this work, the gold/silver nanocubes (Au/Ag NPs) were synthesized in the common organic solvent of \( N, N \)-dimethylformamide (DMF) in the presence of water soluble polymer polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP). The experimental results demonstrated that the initial concentration ratio of gold/silver precursors played an important role in shaping the morphology of obtained gold/silver nanocubes. Subsequently, the highly luminescent CdSe/CdS core-shell QD have been synthesized and their photoluminescent wavelength was tuned in the vicinity of plasmonic extinction wavelength of as-synthesized Au/Ag NPs and silica modified Ag/Au NPs, in order to determine the plasmon mediated fluorescence of QD in terms of spectra overlap and interparticle distance in the solution phase.

**Experimental section**

**Synthesis of gold/silver nanoparticles (Au/Ag NPs).**

The Au/Ag NPs were prepared at different molar ratios of HAuCl\(_4\) and AgNO\(_3\), using DMF and PVP as the reduction and stabilization agent, respectively. In a typical synthesis, 2 g PVP (K30, Sigma) were dissolved in 50 mL DMF solvent and stirred continuously under nitrogen protection, then mixed aliquots of AgNO\(_3\) and HAuCl\(_4\) aqueous solutions (0.2 M, total volume of 250 \(\mu\)L) with different relative concentration ratios were subsequently added into the PVP/DMF solution, followed by refluxing the reaction mixture at 156 °C for 1 h, finally the synthesized Au/Ag nanoparticles were separated and purified by repeated centrifugation and washing for three times.

**Silica modification of Au/Ag NPs.**

The as-synthesized Au/Ag NPs were dispersed in 15 mL ddH\(_2\)O supplemented with 1.5 mL ammonia, followed by addition of 50 mL isopropanol under vigorous stirring. Afterwards, 80 \(\mu\)L tetraethoxysilane was dissolved in 3 mL isopropanol and separately added into the previous reaction mixture in 6 times, then the reaction solution were stirred at room temperature for 6 h, 12 h, and 24 h, respectively, followed by centrifugation and washing, to finally obtain the Au/Ag@SiO\(_2\) NPs with different silica layer thicknesses.

**Synthesis of CdSe/CdS core-shell QD.**

The CdSe/CdS QD were prepared by a one-pot continuous thermal decomposition method. Specifically, cadmium precursor solution was prepared by dissolving 0.26 g cadmium oxide (CdO) in 2 mL mixture of oleic acid and liquid paraffin at 180 °C, then 1 mL cadmium precursor solution was added into 9 mL liquid paraffin solubilized with 4 mg selenium powder and stirred at 220 °C for 5 min to obtain CdSe QD. Next, 12 mg sodium sulfide (Na\(_2\)S•9H\(_2\)O) was introduced into the as-synthesized CdSe QD solution, where the excess cadmium precursor was compounded with sodium sulfide at 80 °C for 30 min to form the CdS shell on the CdSe core nanocrystals. Finally, the as-prepared CdSe/CdS core-shell QD was dispersed in chloroform/methanol mixed solvent (volume ratio of 1:3) and purified by repeated centrifugation and washing.

**Preparation of water soluble CdSe/CdS QD.**

The water soluble QD was prepared after a simple phase transfer process. The previously purified CdSe/CdS QD was firstly dispersed in 4 mL chloroform, followed by addition of 0.5 mg sodium thioglycolate and vigorous stirring for 12 h at room temperature, then 500 \(\mu\)L NaOH aqueous solution (20%) and 5 mL ddH\(_2\)O were introduced and the mixture solution was allowed to separate into two layers without any stirring. Lastly, the resulted upper layer solution was centrifuged and washed with acetone several times to thus obtain the water soluble CdSe/CdS QD.

**Samples characterization and measurement.**

The UV-Vis spectra of as-synthesized Au/Ag NPs, Au/Ag@SiO\(_2\) NPs and CdSe/CdS QD were recorded using a Persee TU 1901 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra for synthesized Au/Ag nanoparticles were recorded on a PHI-5300 ESCA spectrometer (Perkin–Elmer). The surface morphology of Au/Ag NPs and QD were characterized with field-emission scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL, JSM-6490LV) and transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEOL, JEM-2100F), respectively. The steady state and transient state fluorescent spectroscopy (fluorescent decay and lifetime determination) of
Au/Ag NPs and QDs hybrids were tested using a fluorescent spectrophotometer (F-4600, Hitachi) and Horiba Jobin Yvon Tempro-01 instrument, respectively. The photos of various solution samples in vials under white light and UV light illumination were captured using a DSLR camera (Nikon D7000). For the fluorescent quenching and enhancement experiments, all the samples were mixed uniformly in a quartz cuvette and incubated for 5 min prior to fluorescent measurement.

Results and discussion

Owing to their unique ability to modulate light-matter interactions, heterogeneous bimetallic gold/silver nanoparticles exhibit enhanced optical, electronic, catalytic properties when compared with their monometallic counterparts. Normally, the shape-controlled Au/Ag heterogeneous nanostructures have been synthesized via the galvanic replacement reactions, seed-mediated growth, thermal annealing process and simultaneous reduction of two metal ions. In the former two protocols, the well-faceted seeds nanoparticles formation and subsequent secondary metal deposition on seeds surface were separated into two or more independent processes, thus it requires tedious experimental work to modulate the morphology evolution of Au/Ag bimetallic NPs. While the thermal annealing was assumed as an effective way to prepare heterogeneous bimetallic Au/Ag NPs, the obtained bimetallic nanoparticles were basically isotropic (i.e. nanospheres). On the contrary, the co-reduction of metal ions precursor in one-pot reaction was considered as a promising protocol to prepare anisotropic bimetallic gold/silver nanoparticles in a much easier way. In our previous work, the highly luminescent silver nanoparticles with average size of 6 nm were synthesized in the common polar solvent of DMF in the presence of water soluble polymer of PVP, which demonstrated that the silver ions can be readily reduced by DMF to nanoparticles that were stabilized with PVP. Herein, we found that the morphology of prepared nanostructures can be dramatically shaped when small amount of HAuCl₄ precursor solution was introduced into the AgNO₃/PVP/DMF reaction system under the same experimental conditions.

Firstly, the reaction time influence on the extinction spectra of bimetallic Au/Ag nanostructures was determined, as shown in Fig.1a, a well-defined LSPR peak was detected for all the samples prepared with different reaction time, and the LSPR wavelength of Au/Ag bimetallic NPs (initial molar concentration of [AgNO₃]: [HAuCl₄] = 9:1) was firstly redshifted from 412 nm to 430 nm after 40 min reaction, then blue-shift back to 410 nm after 60 min reaction. The TEM images of synthesized Au/Ag nanoparticles corresponding to three different reaction time of 10 min, 40 min and 50 min were displayed in Fig. 1b-d, clearly indicating that the initial increasing and followed decreasing of nanoparticles size. Moreover, this evolution of LSPR band with the reaction time for Ag/Au bimetallic NPs was also observed in our previous work of monometallic luminescent silver nanoparticles.

Next, the influence of two precursor concentration ratio onto the optical spectra and morphology of Au/Ag bimetallic nanostructures was investigated. As shown in Fig. 2a, when three different molar concentration ratios of [AgNO₃]: [HAuCl₄] (9:1, 8:2, 6:4) were used in the synthesis, the LSPR band of obtained Au/Ag bimetallic nanostructures was redshifted as the increasing dose of gold precursor solution. For instance, the LSPR resonant wavelength for [AgNO₃]: [HAuCl₄] =9:1 was recorded at 420 nm, which was increased to 450 nm and 550 nm for the samples synthesized with 20 % and 40 % HAuCl₄ dosages, respectively, thus the three typical samples were accordingly named as Ag@Au420, Ag@Au450 and Ag@Au550. The FE-SEM was employed to characterize the morphology of obtained Au/Ag bimetallic nanoparticles; it was found that the monodispersed Ag/Au bimetallic nanocubes (Au/Ag NC) with average edge size of 150 nm were formed for Ag@Au420 sample (Fig. 2b), while the irregular and much larger Au/Ag bimetallic nanoparticles were imaged from the other two samples of Ag@Au450 and Ag@Au550 (Fig. 2c, d).
Fig. 2 The UV-Vis spectra (a) and SEM images (b-d) of three typical Au/Ag bimetallic NPs, the relative mole concentration ratio of [AgNO₃]: [HAuCl₄] was 9:1, 8:2, 6:4 in the synthesis of Ag@Au 420, Ag@Au 450, Ag@Au 550 NPs, respectively.

In addition, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was used to probe the chemical composition of bimetallic Au/Ag NPs. It was clear from Fig. 3 that the typical signals of silver 3d₅/₂ (368.4 eV), 3d₃/₂ (374.4 eV) and gold 4f₁/₂ (84.0 eV), 4f₅/₂ (87.7 eV) were both detected for Ag@Au420 sample, and the atomic concentration ratio of gold to silver calculated from XPS spectra was 17.1 %, which was quite close to the initial value of HAuCl₄ to AgNO₃ (16.9 %). However, for the other two large sized samples of Ag@Au450 and Ag@Au550, the intensity of gold signals in XPS pattern was much smaller than that of silver. Considering the XPS is a surface sensitive technique, these experimental results indicated that only small quantity of gold was presented on the surface of bimetallic Ag@Au nanoparticles. On the other hand, we found that the Au/Ag bimetallic nanoparticles yield was also decreased as the HAuCl₄ loading content increased, which implied that the co-reduction process by DMF was strongly inhibited by the high concentration of HAuCl₄. The previously published work by Pastoriza-Santos also reported that the chemical reduction of HAuCl₄ by DMF was quite difficult. However, the presence of small quantity of HAuCl₄ was indispensable for the controlled synthesis of bimetallic anisotropic nanocubes, as only isotropic silver nanospheres were obtained in the absence of gold precursors according to our previous work. Since the silver ions are easier to be reduced compared to gold ions, we assume that the silver nanospheres are obtained at the beginning of the reaction, which was then chemically etched by NO₃⁻ and Cl⁻ from AgNO₃ and HAuCl₄ to form bimetallic nanoparticles. The chemical etching effects of NO₃⁻ and Cl⁻ to silver nanoparticles have been well documented by several works as well. Based on these optical and morphological characterization, we found that the nearly monodispersed Au/Ag bimetallic NPs can be readily prepared by reducing AgNO₃ in the presence of small quantity of HAuCl₄ in DMF/PVP mixture via one-pot reaction.

Fig. 3 The XPS spectra of silver 3d (a) and gold 4f (b) for the Ag@Au 420 bimetallic NPs.

It is well-known that the bimetallic Au/Ag nanostructures show enhanced optical near-field properties of absorption and scattering, moreover the bimetallic systems exhibit strong radiative properties due to the fact that silver is less lossy compared to gold. These fascinated optical properties allow bimetallic Au/Ag nanoparticles to play an active role in the modulation of fluorescent emission of various fluorophores via the fluorescent resonant energy transfer (FRET) or nanometal surface energy transfer (NSET) process. Additionally, the spectral overlap between LSPR band of plasmonic nanostructures and excitation/emission wavelength of fluorophores was reported to be an essential parameter in these plasmon mediated fluorescence, especially for the experiments conducted in the solution phase. Fortunately, semiconductor nanocrystals QD can be excited in a wide range wavelength to emit fluorescence with a quite narrow wavelength, and their fluorescent emission wavelength can be readily tuned by controlling the size and morphology of QD, thus the QD can be employed as ideal fluorophores in the plasmon modulated fluorescent experiments. Therefore, we have synthesized the
highly luminescent green-emitting CdSe/CdS QD with a narrow fluorescent emission spectra (peaked at 530 nm, FWHM=31 nm) when excited with 365 nm UV light (see Fig. 4a), the ultra-small sized (~2 nm) spherical morphology were captured for the synthesized QD using a high resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) as shown in Fig. 4b. In addition, the synthesized QD presented polycrystalline structures according to the selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns shown in inset of Fig. 4b.

On the other hand, although several plasmonic nano-emitters with enhanced luminescent properties were obtained by controlling the distance between semiconductor QD and metallic nanostructures with different spacer layers such as silica modification, polyelectrolytes or DNA oligonucleotides, the photoluminescent properties of these QD/Au/Ag hybrid nanostructures were characterized on solid substrates, less attention has been paid to their photoluminescence in colloid solution. Actually, the majority of (bio)chemical sensing experiments based on QD/Au/Ag hybrid nanostructures were conducted in liquid medium, thus herein the fluorescent emission profile of synthesized CdSe/CdS QD in the presence of previously prepared three Ag/Au bimetallic nanostructures was recorded in the solution phase to determine the plasmonic effects on the QD fluorescence.

Firstly, it was found that the fluorescent emission of CdSe/CdS QD was obviously quenched when the as-synthesized Ag/Au nanoparticles were added as shown in Fig. 5. More interestingly, the fluorescent quenching efficiency was enhanced with the increased size of Ag/Au NPs. For instance, the fluorescent emission intensity (integrated area under fluorescent peak from 500 nm to 600 nm, the same for the following section) of CdSe/CdS QD was quenched by 40%, 51% and 68% when 40 % (volume ratio) Ag/Au@420, Ag/Au@450 and Ag/Au@550 was added, respectively. The detailed fluorescent intensity of QD and QD/Ag-Au NPs mixtures of different concentration ratios were summarized in Table 1. In addition, the fluorescent quench efficiency of QD by Ag/Au NPs was calculated as \( \frac{A}{A_0} \), where \( A \) and \( A_0 \) represented the integrated fluorescent intensity of QD in the presence and absence of Au/Ag NPs, respectively, and the Stern-Volmer plots showing the variation of fluorescent quenching efficiency versus Au/Ag NPs concentration was presented in Fig. 5d, a good linearity was obtained for all the three samples and the maximum fluorescent quenching efficiency was obtained for the sample Ag@Au550 that had largest spectral overlap with fluorescent emission spectra of QD. These experimental results demonstrated that the QD fluorescent quenching by Au/Ag NPs was mainly due to the energy transfer from QD donors to Ag/Au NPs acceptor, which was also confirmed by the obvious decreasing of QD lifetime in the presence of Au/Ag NPs (see Table 1). Therefore, the more overlapped between LSPR band and fluorescent emission spectra, the higher energy transfer efficiency will be established, thereby leading to a stronger fluorescent quenching of QD by Au/Ag NPs.
Table 1 The fluorescent intensities and lifetime of various CdSe/CdS QD and Au/Ag bimetallic NPs mixtures with different relative concentration ratios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>QD</th>
<th>QD + 40%Ag@Au</th>
<th>QD + 40%Ag@Au</th>
<th>QD + 40%Ag@Au</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent intensity</td>
<td>28771</td>
<td>16967</td>
<td>14292</td>
<td>9197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetime decrease (ns)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.59 →3.89</td>
<td>5.77 → 3.84</td>
<td>5.80 → 4.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the contrary to the strong fluorescent quenching effects of QD by the pristine Au/Ag NPs, the appropriate surface modified Au/Ag NPs (such as silica modified metal nanostructures) can be employed to enhance the fluorescence of CdSe/CdS QD, leading to the so-called metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF) that has been well-documented in many published works. The majority of MEF experiments were designed to precisely control the local distance between plasmonic nanostructures and fluorophores on a substrate, while only few works reported the MEF in solution phase so far. Generally, the fundamental principle for the MEF has been attributed to the strong local electric field enhancement effects derived from the plasmonic resonance of metal nanostructures, thus the LSPR extinction wavelength was considered as an essential factor in MEF experiments. In our experiments, the CdSe/CdS fluorescence was excited using 365 nm UV light, thus the monodispersed Ag@Au420 nanoparticles sample, with strongest enhanced electrical field in the excitation wavelength range of QD, was employed to conduct the MEF experiments in the aqueous solution. Firstly, the previously prepared CdSe/CdS QD in nonpolar solvent (hexane) was transferred into aqueous phase by using a phase-transfer agent of sodium thioglycolate (see details in experimental section), resulting to a red-shift of fluorescent emission wavelength to 560 nm. The red-shift of fluorescent emission CdSe/CdS QD before and after phase-transfer reaction was also confirmed by the solution color changing from green to yellow, and the fluorescent emission of the water-soluble CdSe/CdS QDs were again quenched by the unmodified Au/Ag NPs as shown in Fig. 6a. Then, the Au/Ag NPs were surface modified with different thicknesses of SiO2 layer, which was confirmed by the steady red-shift of plasmonic extinction wavelength (Fig. 6b). When these SiO2 modified Au/Ag NPs aliquots were mixed with CdSe/CdS QD aqueous solution, the obviously enhanced QD fluorescent emission was detected. As seen from Fig. 6c and Fig. 6d, the Au/Ag NPs with thicker SiO2 layer exhibited stronger enhanced MEF effects, especially for the bimetallic nanoparticles subject to silica coating for 24 h, the silica layer thickness was found to be ~30 nm from TEM inset, the fluorescent emission intensity of QD in the presence of Au/Ag nanoparticles was increased up to 200 a.u., which is much larger than that of pure QD (around ~60 a.u.), while the Au/Ag NPs grafted with thin silica layer (silica coating for 6h, thickness of ~ 4 nm) still quenched the QD fluorescence (data not shown). Although only 3 times fluorescent enhancement at 560 nm was obtained from the CdSe/CdS QD-Au@Ag@SiO2 aqueous mixture (60:40 volume ratio) for the moment, we assume that the MEF factor will be amplified by optimizing morphology, spectral overlap, surface modification protocols and relative loading concentrations of QD and bimetallic nanocubes, these detailed work are currently in progress.

Conclusions
In this work, the monodispersed gold/silver bimetallic nanoparticles have been synthesized via a one-pot co-reduction of HAuCl4 and AgNO3 by DMF in the presence of PVP. The size and morphology of bimetallic Au/Ag NPs can be modulated by changing different experimental conditions (i.e. reaction time and relative concentration ratio of gold/silver ions precursors). In order to explore the plasmonic modulated fluorescence ability of the bimetallic nanoparticles, the highly luminescent CdSe/CdS quantum dots (QD) have been synthesized and admixed with as-synthesized gold/silver nanoparticles and silica modified Au/Ag NPs, respectively. The fluorescent experiments including steady fluorescent spectroscopy and transient fluorescent lifetime measurement confirmed that the strong quenching effects of unmodified Au/Ag NPs to QD fluorescence was attributed to the resonant energy transfer from QD to bimetallic plasmonic nanostructures, while the obviously enhanced fluorescence of QD by the silica modified Au/Ag NPs was due to the near-field optical enhancement of plasmonic nanostructures. The experimental results in the present work are obtained directly from liquid mixtures of quantum dots and plasmonic nanostructures, which would consolidate the understanding of plasmon mediated QD fluorescence in the colloid solution.
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Fluorescent emission of CdSeCdS nanocrystals in colloid solution can be effectively modulated by AuAg bimetallic nanoparticles.